Figure 2

A

Bars representing blood glucose levels (mg/dL) for different groups: Diab0, Con60, Diab60, Diab60 + For, Diab60 + FO, and Diab60 + Om. The graph shows statistical significance (*) and trends (*#, *@, @@, δ).

B

Graph illustrating changes in blood glucose levels (g/L) over time (min) from 0 to 120. Groups include Con, Diab, Diab + For, Diab + FO, Diab + Om3. Blood glucose levels are compared across time.

C

Graph showing oral glucose tolerance test (mg/dL) over time (min) from 0 to 120. Groups Con, Diab, Diab + For, Diab + Om3, and Diab + FO are plotted with error bars indicating variability.